Internet2 Advanced Network Services: Beyond Connectivity

Pioneering disruptive technologies and shifting the global paradigms of advanced networking have been hallmarks of the Internet2 community since its inception; the future will be no
different. Internet2 and the U.S. advanced networking community—the same people, projects, and partnerships that created the Internet as we know it today—are currently deploying
the world’s most advanced network. Internet2’s staff and community leadership have never been more committed to catalyzing the development of revolutionary innovations in network
technologies and the benefits these innovations deliver. Internet2 is the community who shapes the future and the 100G Internet2 Network is the vehicle that will take us there.

Advanced Network Services: Today

Advanced Network Services: Tomorrow

The Internet2 Network is the only community-owned, nationwide network in support of science, research
and education in the U.S. It is designed to deliver to the research and education community leading edge
production services as well as a development platform for new networking ideas and protocols. Throughout 20112012, Internet2 is deploying the next generation of its backbone—a nationwide 8.8 Tbps network with a first-in the
nation capability to deliver 100 Gbps waves. The network, one of the most sophisticated ever built, will not only
meet the current and future needs of the U.S. research and higher education community, but will also extend new
capabilities to community anchor institutions nationwide via the U.S. UCAN initiative.

Tomorrow’s advanced network services are today’s research initiatives. Accordingly, research community
partnership, support, and engagement are critical to our shared success—and the successful deployment of
tomorrow’s applications and services. Internet2 offers the most extensive support for research and science in the
U.S., and serves as a global leader in support of international science collaborations. The 100G Internet2 Network
was designed with science in mind, and will have the capabilities needed to meet the emerging bandwidth
demands of the research community, especially as U.S. participation in large-scale, globally distributed science
experiments like the Large Hadron Collider continues to grow at a rapid pace.

Internet2 also offers the most robust portfolio of advanced services on a world class R&E network available today
to support the research and university communities, letting users harness the capability and reliability of the
network to further their own work.

Beyond connectivity, an extensive portfolio of projects and services demonstrates Internet2’s commitment to
leading edge science and research.

•

On-Demand Dedicated Capacity: Internet2 ION allows users to build dedicated circuits for immediate or
future use through a simple and secure web interface. Circuits can be built across the Internet2 Network into
partner regional, national and international networks, allowing researchers to connect to colleagues worldwide.
Circuits can be cloned, modified, canceled or saved as favorites, and utilization data can be viewed by the
user.

•

Collaboration Services: From telepresence to videoconferencing to desktop and mobile tools, the Internet2
Commons provides a comprehensive cloud-based visual communications portfolio to provide remote
collaboration for the R&E community. Additionally, Internet2 supports Cisco TelePresence Server infrastructure.
Leveraging the Telepresence Interoperability Protocol (TIP) standard, the equipment enables Cisco
TelePresence to interoperate with standards based H.323 and SIP videoconferencing.

•

Commercial Peering: The TransitRail Commercial Peering Service (TR-CPS) connects Internet2 members with
content providers through Internet2 Network, offering cost efficiencies to network connectors. The exchange
between the commercial Internet and the advanced capacity of the Internet2 Network enables access to highcapacity content, new methods of content delivery and other advanced services.

•

Dedicated Wavelengths: The Internet2 Network includes the capability to provision waves between over 52
locations throughout the U.S., providing point-to-point solutions between two locations or developing full mesh
network solutions to deliver multi point networks for the most demanding production network requirements.

•

Performance & Operational Data: The Internet2 Observatory supports the development of an integrated
data archive of the performance and network status information collected on the Internet2 Network with data
assets available to researchers who wish to study an operational network in a way not possible in a laboratory
environment or on the commercial Internet.
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Regional & Industry Partnerships

•

Support for Science: Internet2 is launching a new suite of services to support global research, and bolster
U.S. research competitiveness. The Open Science, Scholarship, and Services Exchange (OS3E), will link the
best scientists in the U.S. to the best research instruments and labs around the globe, and support high-energy
physics, astronomers, climatologists, and medical researchers. OS3E will enable the exchange of vast amounts
of data.

•

Network Innovation: Software defined networking is allowing new solutions to the data exchange problems
that plague astronomers, climatologists, medical researchers, physicists and others whose work depends
on massive data files. To engineer a network that could support their data transfer needs, hardware would
be installed specifically for the data transfer requirements, which is not actually feasible. The Network
Development and Deployment Initiative (NDDI) is an SDN partnership between Internet2, Indiana University
and the Clean Slate Program at Stanford University. The NDDI substrate will utilize software defined networking
(SDN) to allow broad deployment of services and testing of new network ideas—extending to global partners.
OS3E, the service built on this partnership, will separate the function of the network from the hardware
controlling how data is exchanged, allowing network operators to program the networks researchers use to
optimize the data exchange and deliver complete, immediately usable data.

•

Global Research: Around the world, Internet2 is viewed as an important component of the global R&E network
community, convening divergent groups and bringing global resources together. Internet2 has received NSF
International Research Network Connections (IRNC) awards for projects that support automatic provisioning
of dynamic circuits and performance monitoring on IRNC links. Both awards rely on the Internet2 Network to
facilitate the international activities of our member organizations.

•

Network Performance Tools: Software tools developed with the support of Internet2 members enhance the
deployment and usefulness of high-performance networking. Forged in the context of Internet2’s systems
approach to networking and a commitment to open standards, these open-source tools provide capabilities to
debug network performance issues, ensuring that the network never gets in the way of research.

Regional networks and industry partners are critical to the success of the Internet2 community. Development of the world’s first 100G nationwide research network would not be
possible without collaboration between Internet2 and its industry members and partners, and their ability to see what is next on the horizon of networking technology. Likewise, Internet2’s
regional and state network members, as the principal partners in connecting campuses and other community anchors to each other and Internet2, play a critical role in the future of the
national advanced research and education network infrastructure. Internet2 is committed to fostering these partnerships and collaborations which strengthen all of the R&E community.

internet2.edu/network

The Internet2 Network: Planned 100 Gigabit Infrastructure Topology
Why 100 gigabits per second?
Current network usage trends in
areas like high-energy physics and
climate change research indicate
that researchers will soon begin to
saturate the bundles of dedicated
10 Gbps links deployed today.
For this reason, Internet2 and our
partners are deploying a combined
IP and circuit-delivery infrastructure
operating at 100 Gbps nationally.
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We are committed to ensuring
that the research and education
community has the networking
capacity and speed it needs to
drive advancements in the most
demanding of scientific fields.
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About Internet2
Internet2 is the foremost U.S.
advanced networking consortium.
Launched by the research and
education community in 1996,
Internet2 promotes the missions
of its members by providing
both leading-edge network
capabilities and unique partnership
opportunities that together facilitate
the development, deployment
and use of revolutionary Internet
technologies. Internet2 brings
the U.S. research and academic
community together with technology
leaders from industry, government
and the international community
to undertake collaborative efforts
that have a fundamental impact on
tomorrow’s Internet.
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